Nom:
Heure:
1st Semester Final – Test Study Guide
Grammar Knowledge:
Subjects
Part of Speech:

Place in Sentence:

Verbs - a “key” indicator(s) and placement.
Primary verbs:
Place in Sentence:
Secondary verbs:
Place in Sentence:
Greetings and Farewells:
Hello – (Formal)

(Informal)

Goodbye – (Formal)

(Informal)

Telephone –
How you would say:
How are you? (Formal)

(Informal)

When someone asks how you yourself are doing:
I’m doing well.
Not bad:

So-so:
I’m not doing well (badly).

Not good:
Names (Chpt, 1):
My name is:
Your name is: (inf)
His/Her name is:
What is your name/You are called what?
Let me present to you (introducing someone)
Words and Phrases:
I arrive the:

Repeat - I didn’t hear:

Please:

Thank you:
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You’re welcome:
What do you like to do?
Shall we go there?
There’s a good movie showing at:
Not possible:
I’m hungry.

I’m thirsty.

What time is it?
It’s already…(time)

It’s (time):

I prefer:

Let’s go!

How much does it cost?
It costs: (m/f/neut.)
That makes how much? (money total)
a little

a lot

good/well

What is...?

to sleep

to dance

to like

to play

to go out

to listen

to watch

to eat
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Irregular Verbs: Be ready to use them in a sentence as well.
être
English

avoir
French

English

French

I am

I have

You are

You have

He/she/one is

He/she/one has

We are

We have

You are

You have

They or those are

They or those have

aller
English

faire
French

English

I go

I make/do

You go

You make/do

He/she/one goes

He/she/one makes/does

We go

We make/do

You go

You make/do

They or those go

They or those make/do

French

Items to set up or study from other guides & vocab:
& Verb phrases, food and drink items from Unité 2 and 3 should be memorized as much as possible.
& The vowel rules: liaison and apostrophe
& Conjugated verbs and Infinitive verb forms/definitions
& Subject pronouns
& Adverb placement in a sentence
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